
Memo to Mr. Belmont from Rosen 

. iar oe ts session Comlnander James J. Humes advanced the theory.. . that the first spot ’Gntered the President's body in the rear in the neck region 

ad 

--in the front wigfhout encountering any bone or other objects which Slewed the <; - 
and struck Governor Connolly in the back 

oulder and exited on the right-hand ‘side of Governor Conngli¢y in the chest grea, pmmander Humes stated that here again, based on medical reports received from ctors in Texas who examined Governor Connells, the bullet met with no serious ¥struction and passed throuzh the body, merely grazing one of the rib bones. . was Commander Humes' opinion that the bullet from the first shot apparently ged in some manner in the clothing of Governor Conneti¢y and this bullet iss We One which was found on the stretcher on which Governor Connallfy was brourht - ‘, to Parkland Hospital in Dallas, Texas.‘ Commander Humes slates this bullet was , |not damaged in any way and it is for this reason he feels that the first shot definitely passed through both the body of the President and Governor Connolly, fF) 7 

on the right-hand side below the 

& 

in explaining his-feelings concerning this theory, Commander Humes ‘Stated that_another shot is believed to have hit the right wrist of Governor Connullgy. 4 With such an impact that it caused the bullet fo break into many frayments and he — %.. noted that many fragmenis were found in the right wrist area of Governor, Connetidy 2s well as in the thigh of the lott Teg. ° a ne ae ot Boe oat 

Relative to the third shot which was fired, which based on the photographic material avaitable is believed to be the one which hit the President's head, » & *? Commander ‘Humes advised that there is no question that this. bullet separated into “e Many fragments upon impact and many fragments were found in the skull area of ’, #° the President. He noted that one fragment had apparently sruck the front windshield 4; from the inside inasmuch as the examination of the windshield did detect some lead pr deposit where an object had struck the inside of the windshield, Conimander Humes = states that the fragment which struck the windshield could have been from this shot :w hich struck the President's head or 
2: hit Governor Connéilsy's wrist, =: 
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could have been a fragment from. the shot’ which 
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> Humes but felt, based on their review of the picture @:-nor Connoll/y in the President's automobile and the general location of the occupants Sean car, that there was = possibility this cory, was porre to ate, a7 ony 
mY '* Staff menMers of the Commission gave no indi¢ation what additional action # they planned reétilive to this theory. It is noted th the Bureau reladive to the shots that struck the Pr based completely on medical reports furnished the Burcau by Doctors at Parkland Iydtoenia and the résults of the aulopsy of the <i) Seval Has . Bethes? 
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The foregoing is submitted for informati ne if. A 
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-~ The other doctors present did not completely confirm the theory of Commande: bh, 
S, noting the-movements of Gaver- | ke 
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:adew inches bglow the head and followed a paticrn through the neck and exited. ‘4 EB 
, bullet to any degage. Commander Humes was Of the opinion the bullet continued - 
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